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Presentation Notes
Maritime heritagem historic corner on the world, lighthouse built in 1850’s to allow for exploration and use. The ocean at the time was the form of transportation, as roads inland often did not exist.  Road to Neah Bay not built until 
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Presentation Notes
Some of the most productive intertidal habitats in US, some of the longest recorded data sets for intertidal habitats.  Natural laboratory for understanding how big ecoystems work and change over time.
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Gooseneck barnacles, “when the tide is out, the table is set”.
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Presentation Notes
Offshore rocks (Carroll island) provide important nesting areas, typically during the spring and summer, allows birds to feel safe
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Presentation Notes
Tatoosh is the Galapagos island of the PNW for marine mammals, seabirds, cultural resources, maritime heritage.. Pictured here are nesting common murres who build nest on the side of cliff or the tops of island to avoid predator, lay one egg per year, nest and then the poor babies are kicked out very young to feed with their fathers at sea.  Hard start to life.  
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Oyster catchers, loud users of the rocky shorelines, eating worms, and other organisms in rocks.  Can’t miss em!
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Migratory species such as humpback whales
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Deep sea corals as opposed to warm water corals, can live up to 100 years on rocky outcroppings, live below photoic (light zone), so don’t photosynethesize, they contain animals that catch their prety as it drifts by. 



Challenges and Successes 



Climate Change 
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CHALLENGES:Using data from weather balloons released near Forks, Washington, glacier researchers at the University of Washington discovered that average January through March temperatures at 4,700 feet (1,450m) increased about 6° F (3.3° C) from 1948 to 1996, a rate five times faster than the global average. As a result, more of the precipitation that used to fall as snow, blanketing the mountains’ flanks and feeding the glaciers, is now falling as rain. Summer temperatures are also rising, but not as fast as the winters are warming.In comparing aerial photos from the late 1970s to 2009, researchers detected over 30% loss of glacier surface area in only 30 years. Between 1927 and 2009, the south-facing Anderson Glacier, familiar to hikers as one of the few glaciers in the park accessible by trail, receded to less than 10% of its former size! The terminus (bottom end) of the Blue Glacier retreated about 325 feet (100 m) in the 20 years from 1995-2006



Projected Climate Change for 
Olympic Coast  

• Sea level rise ~1.0 meter 
• Warmer ocean temperatures 
• Increasing pH 
• Increasing storm frequency, 

coastal erosion 
• Unclear impact on coastal 

upwelling events 
• Decreasing dissolved 

oxygen levels  
• Increased rainfall, increased 

winter flooding 
• Changes in animal migration 

patterns, range, abundance 
varies by species 
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30% of recent CO2 released absorbed in ocean but causes acidification, affect on calcium building organisms, at the base of the food chain9 of the 10 wamred years on record have occurred in past decade
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First Stewards Climate Change conference in Washington DC 2012
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Research:  ocean conditions and acidificationCooperative program between UW, Quielute Tribe, sanctuary and many others to provide scientific understanding about the coast and changes from climate effects
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Once the ATBA was designated we took steps to ensure that the boundaries of both the sanctuary and the ATBA appeared on the appropriate nautical charts and other appropriate publications, such as the Coast Pilot, and the Local Notice to Mariners.In addition Sanctuary staff worked closely with industry to educate them about the Sanctuary and ATBA.  Interviews were conducted with government regulatory bodies, the shipping industry, and nonprofit organizations.  The purpose of the interviews was to help shape the design of an educational piece to be distributed to the shipping industry and to gather information about available information on vessel traffic monitoring.As a result of these consultations, the Sanctuary staff decided that a one page, double-sided flyer would be the most effective way to educate mariners about the ATBA.  An initial printing of 5,000 color flyers was distributed by the Washington State Office of Marine Safety, the Puget Sound Steamship Operators Association, the Marine Exchange of Puget Sound, the Canadian Coast Guard, the 13th District Marine Safety Office, and the Coast Guard Vessel Traffic Service.  A copy of this flyer is also now part of the Coast Guard’s Vessel Traffic Service’s Users Manual.
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Kelp forests support reintroduced sea otter populationsKelp forest equate to old growth forest on land:  support many layers of organizsms, complext systems



http://olympiccoast.noaa.gov 
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